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brought the team to the top of a pit
estimated at 15 meters but not de-
scended. About 450 meters of rope
and sixty anchors were used in this
cave. The current depth of Sima del
Tío Natán 2 is 251 meters, and its
length is 471 meters. The 650-meter
depth potential of the area bodes
well for a continuation. (The maps
in this Mexico News show only the
2002 discoveries in Simas Tío.)

A number of other caves were
checked and surveyed; most were
less than 30 meters long or 40
meters deep. However, toward the
end of the expedition, one cave of
special interest was found in an area
between Cárdenas and El Portillo,

the Cueva Santo Domingo (#03-
13). An 80-centimeter-high entrance
leads through a 10-meter down-
climb into a large, decorated cham-
ber. A tight, breezy crawlway used
by numerous bats takes you to a 47-
meter pit. Following the infeeder
downstream leads to an intersec-
tion with a major river, El Decarío.
Upstream takes you to a sump.
Downstream leads to a series of
seven cascades, beyond which the
passage grows to a diameter of 30
meters. Eventually the river be-
comes a deep lake, where the team
turned around on the last day of the
expedition. Cueva Santo Domingo
was surveyed to a length of 1085

meters and a depth of 118 meters.
The resurgence of the river in the
cave is unknown.

A pit, Puits Paco et Gérard, #03-
15, was found during a surface re-
connaissance of the area of the
Cueva Santo Domingo and briefly
explored. It is located above the
underground river Decarío. After a
15-meter entrance pit, a 50-meter pit
was reached but not descended due
to lack of rope and time. The explo-
ration of this pit and Cueva Santo
Domingo constitute the two main
objectives for the next EKSA expe-
dition, slated for March 2004.
Source: Summary by Yvonne Droms
from web site http://eksa.free.fr.
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